
catering and events
hello from bigmoose



mental health

homelessness

prevention of suicide

we are bigmooose coffee company, we are a

passionate father-daughter team and

dedicated to running our non-profit coffee

shop based in the heart of cardiff. 

bigmoose is a charity and non-profit coffee

shop where we work to a guideline of our 3

point plan which is working to help with:

we are a complete non profit coffee shop and

all proceeds are reinvested back into the good

work that we do. 

we would love to work with you and your

business, please read on and together we

really can 'leave the world better than we

found it'

Chloe & Jeff
bigmoose founders

Hello
there!

www.bigmoosecoffeecompany.co



how can we help you?

lunch event catering for meetings,

special occasions etc 

private hire of bigmoose coffee co

for evening events

cake commissions 

breakfast catering 

private hire of upstairs at bigmoose

coffee co for meetings or events 

here at bigmoose we are not just a

coffee shop! oh no, we can do so

much more, including:

  

it was absolutely

fantastic – thank you so

so much! everyone loved the

food and we’ll definitely

use bigmoose again.

- tom callow, bute energy
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whether your team are vegan, gluten free,

veggie or have a general dislike, we can cater

all of our menus to suit your team's preferences.

we cater to all dietary requirements

we can deliver to all cardiff city centre locations

meaning you don't have to leave the office and

our delivery has zero carbon emissions as it is

done on foot!  

we can deliver

last minute event? don't worry, we've got your

back! we are happy to turn catering around in

short time frames as we understand that

unexpected things can always crop up. 

we can work with short time frames 

if you ever need support with serving the food,

reloading buffets, ensuring the spread stays

clean & tidy, we've got you! our team can stick

around and help create a really special

experience for your team/guests.

we have the friendliest team

why work with us?
eat good. do good.



quick  bite 
door-stop sandwich selection

homemade cake selection

grazing

selection

selection of cheeses, 

charcuterie meats, 

sun-dried tomatoes, 

homemade sausage rolls (ve), 

olives, grapes, crackers and chutneys

hot options

we can come to your offices and bring a hot

lunch option including: 

curry, chilli, mexican, pasta and so much more!

menu examples
every menu and catering event we do is different. we love catering to lots

of different requirements and if you have an idea please feel free to ask if

we can make it happen for you. 

hot options

afternoon

tea

we love an afternoon tea spread!

from homemade finger sandwiches

to homemade scones, cakes and of

course pots of tea! 



cake
we absolutely love making cakes! all of our bakes are made on

site in our kitchen by our amazing bakers. we can cater to

vegan/gluten free cakes and can do everything from small

individual mini cakes to huge celebratory cakes and everything

in-between! 



bigmoose, not only do they do everything with such big smiles

on the faces of all their team members but nothing is ever too

much trouble. no matter what kind of event I have used them

for, they have been accommodating, willing to suggest ideas

and have designed spectacular menus. they have been able

to adapt to all manner of dietary requests including complex

allergies but always appetising flavoursome food. 

 

the quality and presentation of the food and can do attitude is

absolutely first class. I have absolutely full confidence in them

and know that I am given a five star service every time, whether

for a small group of 8 or a spectacular spread for 300. you will

not regret giving them your business as not only is it

appreciated, the wider great work they do supports so many

people when they need it the most. 

they truly live by the mantra, 

leaving the world better than they found it!

-  SUSAN,  OFFICE OF FUTURE GENERATIONS



FAQ's
do you have a minimum/maximum number you can cater for?

can your cakes be made gluten free/dairy free/vegan? 

can you cater for dietary requirements? 

how much notice do you need for orders? 

i have a particular catering idea in mind – can you do it?

no, we've catered business meetings for 6 people, and grazing buffets of

300 conference attendees. we always love a challenge! 

absolutely! our lovely bakers can make most of our cake flavours gluten

free, dairy free or vegan!

absolutely! we always want to make sure that anyone with dietary

requirements can enjoy a delicious (and safe!) lunch from us. we have

strict allergen procedures in our kitchen and pride ourselves on offering

alternatives.

if you have any last minute orders, please drop us a message and we'll

always do our best to help!

we're always happy to be flexible if you have a particular food or idea in

mind. we've catered grazing tables, pasta parties, chilli and curry buffets,

build-your-own fajita parties and more... we always love to be creative in

the kitchen!



Chloe & Jeff

bigmoose is all about providing the best

service and the best quality and we

would love to work with you. 

from dad, myself and our team, thank

you for much for reading and we hope to

hear from you soon. 

we really hope you like the sound of what we can offer and if you'd like to

come in for a coffee and a chat we would love to see you, talk through what

we can do for you and of course have some food samples!  

we would love to work with you! 

chloe@bigmoose.co


